Apply to be a Kohler Fellow!

Bridge science and art through innovative interdisciplinary collaborations.

The Marie Christine Kohler Fellows @ WID 2020 cohort pairs Science Fellows with Art Fellows to nucleate around interdisciplinary thought and the creation of science-art fusion projects and/or events. Art Fellows lead in the creative aspects of the projects and collaborate closely with their partner Science Fellows. Science Fellows contribute their scientific expertise and links to their networks for their partner Art Fellow’s creative project.

We are accepting four graduate student scientists and four graduate student artists for the 2020 cohort. The cohort includes four scientist-artist teams.

- Two teams will serve two year terms.
- Two teams will serve one year terms, and complete a science art fusion project for the 2020-2021 Academic Year.

The Kohler Fellows Experience:

- Participate in regular WID events such as community lunches, Discovery Seminars, and other outreach programming.
- Each Science and Art Kohler Fellow receives a $750 stipend per semester.
- Each of the four Kohler Fellow pairs is required to develop and implement a science-art fusion project/event. Science-art fusion projects are funded between $3,000 - $6,000, per project, based on proposed project budget.
- Dinners: fellows learn, network and discuss diverse disciplines over a shared meal, and network with guest speakers.

Scientist and Artist Applications
Now Available!

Open: February 12, 2020
Close: March 23, 2020
Selection: by April 30, 2020

Apply today: https://tinyurl.com/kohlerfellow